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• The relative roles of parallel electric fields, betatron, and Fermi processes in plasma 
heating inside 55 subsolar FTEs are determined 
• Parallel electric fields dominate plasma energization at FTEs’ leading edge. Betatron & 
Fermi processes overtake at FTEs’ trailing edge 
• MMS observations reveal strong plasma acceleration inside FTEs that is inversely 
proportional to the square root of FTE diameter 




Upon formation, flux transfer events (FTEs) in the subsolar magnetosheath have been 
observed to grow in diameter, 𝜆, while convecting along the magnetopause. Plasma pressure has 
also been found to decrease sub-adiabatically with increasing 𝜆, indicating the presence of 
internal plasma acceleration and heating processes. Here, the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) 
fields and plasma measurements are used to determine the relative roles of parallel electric fields, 
betatron, and Fermi processes in plasma heating inside an ensemble of 55 subsolar FTEs. Plasma 
heating is shown asymmetric inside FTEs. Parallel electric fields dominate (>75%) ion and 
electron heating at the leading edge of FTEs. At the trailing edge, betatron and Fermi processes 
overtake (>50%), resulting in ion cooling and electron heating, respectively. The observed strong 
net-heatings inside FTEs are proportional to λ-1/2. It is concluded that reconnection-driven 
heating continues inside FTEs far from the subsolar electron and ion diffusion regions. 
 
Plain-Language Summary 
Energetic charged particles are observed in many space and astrophysical environments, 
including our solar system. However, the acceleration and heating mechanisms responsible for 
generating these energetic charged particles remain to be discovered. Simulations and in-situ 
observations have shown that magnetic reconnection, a process through which magnetic field 
lines ‘reconnect’ and release magnetic energy, plays a major role in generating energetic charged 
particles. The primary sites for magnetic energy transfer to charged particle acceleration and 
heating are the twin exhaust regions that emanate from the reconnection X-line. However, the 
amount of kinetic energy gained by charged particles in the exhaust regions represents only a 
small fraction of the total energy released by magnetic reconnection. Here, the Magnetospheric 
Multiscale (MMS) multi-point fields and plasma measurements are used to determine the 
contributions of acceleration mechanisms operating inside flux transfer events (FTEs) which are 
formed in the reconnection exhaust regions. We observe that acceleration mechanisms contribute 
to the charged particles’ energy gain inside FTEs. We further reveal that, while acceleration 
mechanisms are most significant inside smaller FTEs, they continue to accelerate charged 
particles inside larger FTEs. We conclude that magnetic reconnection-driven charged particle 
acceleration is long-lasting and can take place far from the exhaust regions. 
 
1. Introduction 
Satellite observations have long reported the presence of energetic particles, emanating from 
the solar corona, in the interplanetary medium and in planetary magnetospheres (e.g., Murayama 
& Simpson, 1968; Retzler & Simpson, 1969; Meng, 1971; Meng & Anderson, 1971; Sarris et al., 
1976; Baker & Stone, 1977; Krimigis & Sarris, 1979; Retinò et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2012; 
Dewey et al., 2017). The key outstanding questions regard the underlying physical mechanisms 
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producing such energetic particles and their transport. The proposed mechanisms include fast 
and slow shocks, electromagnetic waves, and magnetic reconnection (e.g., Miller et al., 1997; 
Aschwanden, 2002; Drake et al., 2006; Krucker et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2015; Benz, 2017). 
Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations and in-situ observations have attributed magnetic 
reconnection-driven plasma acceleration and heating to three major mechanisms (e.g., L.-J. Chen 
et al., 2008; Dahlin et al., 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017; Kagan et al., 2017; Büchner et al., 2018). In 
the first mechanism, plasma acceleration and heating occur inside or near the diffusion region, 
where collisionless plasma processes facilitate the changes in magnetic connection through the 
generation of dissipative electric fields (e.g., Zenitani & Hoshino, 2001, 2007, 2008; Lyubarsky 
& Liverts, 2008; Oka et al., 2010; Uzdensky et al., 2011; Bessho & Bhattacharjee, 2012; Cerutti 
et al., 2012). Secondly, acceleration and heating occur in the downstream of the reconnection 
site, between an adjacent X-line and the edges of a flux rope, where the outflowing plasma first 
encounters sharp spatial magnetic field variations (i.e., strong magnetic field gradients) (e.g., 
Hoshino et al., 2001; Jaroschek et al., 2004; Zenitani & Hoshino, 2007; Pritchett, 2008). 
Thirdly, acceleration and heating occur inside flux ropes, where the newly-reconnected magnetic 
flux piles up, particles can become accelerated (Drake et al., 2006, 2010; Kowal et al., 2011).  
Simulations suggest that plasmas are accelerated along reconnecting magnetic field lines due 
to parallel electric fields and curvature drift, i.e., Fermi acceleration (Dahlin et al., 2014; Muñoz 
& Buechner, 2017). In the guiding-center limit, where the first adiabatic invariant is conserved, 
plasma acceleration is described by (Northrop, 1963; Drake et al., 2019): 
dU




∂t� + uE∙∇B� + � p∥+ ρ u∥
2� uE∙ κ , 
where U is the total kinetic energy,  p∥ and p⊥are the parallel and perpendicular (with respect to 
the ambient magnetic field B) thermal pressures, respectively. uE is the E×B drift velocity. ρ and 
u∥ denote the mass density and the parallel bulk velocity, respectively, and the curvature 
κ = (B ∙ ∇) B /B2. Term 1 (U̇1; parallel electric fields) the first term on the right-hand side, 
describes acceleration due to parallel electric fields and is independent of frame of reference. 
Conservation of the first adiabatic invariant, μ, is invoked in the second term, Term 2 (U̇2; 
betatron process). Here, the gradient-B drift accelerates particles via betatron acceleration. The 
last term, Term 3 (U̇3; first-order Fermi process), describes curvature drift driven by relaxing 
magnetic field lines which accelerate particles parallel to B through Fermi acceleration. 
The simulations by Egedal et al. (2012) suggested that parallel electric fields can accelerate 
electrons over spatial scales larger than the previously-thought electron diffusion regions. Later 
simulations by Dahlin et al. (2016) contradicted these results. Instead, the authors argued that 
Fermi acceleration dominates electron heating, especially in regimes of strong magnetic shear. 
These results were re-examined by Zhou et al. (2018) using three-dimensional PIC simulations. 
They concluded that parallel electric fields are the dominant electron acceleration mechanism. 
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More notably, small-scale flux ropes were found to play an essential role in accelerating 
electrons, in agreement with the Cluster observations by Fu, Xu, et al. (2019).  
MMS observations (Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018) and simulations (Raeder, 2006; Fermo et 
al., 2011; Hoilijoki et al., 2019) indicate that FTEs form in the subsolar region and grow as they 
convect toward the flanks and high-latitude magnetopause. Internal plasma pressure is observed 
to decrease sub-adiabatically with increasing FTE diameter (Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2019) 
suggesting the presence of internal plasma acceleration and heating processes. Akhavan-Tafti et 
al. (2019) further showed the presence of residual net force inside FTEs which can accelerate 
plasmas. Herein, we quantify the contributions of acceleration mechanisms in the guiding-center 
approximation using MMS high temporal and spatial-resolution fields and plasma 
measurements. First, a case study event is presented as a typical example of plasma moments and 
distributions across and in the environments surrounding two neighboring FTEs of different scale 
sizes. Next, the contributions of the parallel electric fields, betatron acceleration, and the first-
order Fermi acceleration are determined directly from the MMS measurements inside and at the 
outer perimeters of 55 subsolar, quasi-force-free FTEs, identified by Akhavan-Tafti et al. (2018, 
2019). It is concluded that magnetic reconnection plays a long-lasting role in accelerating 




The multi-point analysis techniques are used to calculate spatial gradients, including 
magnetic gradient ∇b and curvature κ = (b ∙ ∇) b (Zhao et al., 2016; Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2019), 
at the barycenter of the four MMS spacecraft (Harvey, 1998). Plasma current density is 
determined from the fast plasma investigation (FPI; Pollock et al., 2016) plasma moments at the 
barycenter (Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018). The four-spacecraft average plasma and electric field 
double probe (EDP; Ergun et al., 2016; Lindqvist et al., 2016; Torbert et al., 2016) electric field 
measurements are determined at the barycenter and interpolated to match the flux-gate 
magnetometer (FGM; Russell et al., 2016) time resolution at 128 samples per second. The 
induced local magnetic fields is estimated from Faraday’s law, ∂B ∂t�  = − ∇ × E, wherein the 
component along the E×B drift is calculated as  ∂B ∂t�   =  
1
|uE|�  �uE ∙
∂B
∂t� �, where uE 
represents the E×B drift velocity. The four MMS spacecraft were maintained at a tetrahedron 
formation at an average separation of 10 km throughout the duration of the interval of interest 
(Burch et al., 2016).  
FTEs are modeled as force-free flux ropes in order to determine their scale size, impact 
parameter (IP; defined as the relative distance from the FTE’s central axis at the spacecraft 
closest approach cf. Figure 11 of Akhavan-Tafti et al. (2018)), and geometry. Fifty-five FTE-type 
flux ropes are selected based on the following criteria: 1) small impact parameter (IP < 0.5), and 
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2) cylindrical symmetry (force-free model goodness of fit parameter, 𝜒2 < 0.1; cf. Akhavan-Tafti 
et al., 2018, 2019). 
 
3. Analysis and Results 
3.1. Case Study 
The magnetopause crossing of November 17, 2015 was first examined and reported by Zhou 
et al. (2017). The boundary crossing was marked by large ion jet reversals corresponding to a 
dissipative interaction of two neighboring FTEs. As shown in Figure 1a, the magnetic field 
magnitude and vector components indicate the presence of two force-free FTEs (e.g., Russell & 
Elphic, 1978; Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2019), labeled as ‘FTE 1’ and ‘FTE 2,’ centered at 02:20:48 
UT and 02:21:24 UT. The FTEs are identified with their bipolar magnetic signatures coinciding 
with an enhancement in the axial and total magnetic fields. Plasma distribution along the field 
lines are used to identify FTE boundaries (e.g., Lv et al., 2016). 
FTE 1 is 4000 km in diameter, 𝝀, with a modeled core field magnitude of 60 nT 
corresponding to a magnetic flux content 300 kWb (Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018). FTE 2 is much 
smaller in scale, 𝝀 ~ 2000 km, and has a weaker core magnetic field magnitude, |B| = 45 nT, and 
smaller flux content 40 kWb. Using the timing analysis, it is estimated that FTE 1 and FTE 2 
convect at speeds 100 km/s and 180 km/s, respectively. Electrons and ions are found to remain 
frozen-in throughout the crossings. 
The parallel Ti∥and perpendicular Ti⊥ ion temperature components significantly increase 
inside the FTEs, ∆Ti∥= +150 eV and ∆Ti⊥= +100 eV. Panel c represents the acceleration terms 
which are boxcar averaged in 2-second intervals. The betatron process, U̇i,2 (green), is the 
dominant acceleration mechanism in this particular event. The contribution by the first order 
Fermi acceleration process (red) is small, U̇i,3 < 0.3 nW/m3, and the acceleration due to parallel 
electric fields (blue), U̇i,1, is shown, in panel c, to be negligible inside and in the environments 
surrounding the two FTEs (e.g., Dahlin et al., 2016). The latter may suggest the absence of 
reconnection-driven dynamics, i.e., parallel electric fields, at the outer layers of the two FTEs. 
The scalar sum of the three acceleration mechanisms U̇tot closely matches that of the betatron 
process. In particular, outside FTEs, U̇i,2 is negative suggesting that ions (E×B) drift toward a 
region of weakening magnetic field, i.e., away from the FTE. Inside the FTE, the magnitude of 
betatron cooling reduces and becomes positive once crossing the FTE’s central axis. The Fermi 
acceleration is negative on the trailing edge of FTE 1, suggesting that the stretched outer 
magnetic layers at the trailing end of FTE 1 are likely shortening, i.e., reduced curvature. Finally, 
the acceleration signatures, esp. the betatron process, have similar profiles across FTE 1 and FTE 
2. However, the betatron process is larger in magnitude inside and across the smaller FTE.  
Panels d-h show the ion energy spectra binned based on their pitch angle distribution (PAD) 
with respect to the ambient magnetic field direction. Ion bulk velocity is subtracted from the 
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energy spectra. Each PAD bin is 20 degrees in width. At the leading edge of FTE 1, increased 
low-energy (Eion [keV] < 0.2) ion differential energy fluxes are observed at PAD < 20 degrees 
and 80 < PAD < 100 degrees. While plasma density drops inside FTE 1, the ion differential 
energy fluxes with 120 < PAD < 140 degrees and 160 < PAD < 180 degrees increase. At 
02:21:00 UT, at the trailing edge of FTE 1, the parallel ion population completely vanishes and 
the ion distribution becomes predominantly anti-parallel, PAD > 120 degrees. At this point, the 
spacecraft enter a higher-energy (0.2 < Eion [keV] < 2.0) magnetosheath ion population with 
PAD > 120 degrees. Once encountering FTE 2, the energy of the anti-parallel ions is 
significantly reduced and new parallel and perpendicular ion peaks appear, PAD < 100 degrees. 
After crossing FTE 2, the ion population returns to the higher-energy (0.2 < Eion [keV] < 2.0) 
magnetosheath ion population with PAD > 120 degrees. 
Panels i-j represent the corresponding phase space density (PSD) cuts inside and outside FTE 
1 and FTE 2 as a function of ion energy, respectively. The solid lines in panel i and panel j are 
the PSD cut averages outside FTE 1 (02:20:30 - 02:20:35 UT) and FTE 2 (02:21:25.5 - 
02:21:29.5 UT), respectively. The dashed lines in panel i and panel j are the PSD cut averages 
inside FTE 1 (02:20:50 - 02:20:55 UT) and FTE 2 (02:21:24 - 02:21:24.5 UT), respectively. The 
shift in energy from outside to inside the FTEs are shaded for three energy bins (black: [0-20] 
degrees, cyan: [80-100] degrees, and red: [160-180] degrees). The energy shift is, on average, 
more significant in the larger FTE, FTE 1, than FTE 2. The shift in the mid-to-high energy, 0.2 < 
Eion [keV] < 10.0, ions is also found to be, on average, positive from the environments 
surrounding the two FTEs to the inside, suggesting that these ions may have been accelerated 
inside FTEs. More importantly, the above two observations indicate that the peak ion 
acceleration inside the larger FTE is more pronounced than the smaller FTE. This may suggest 
that the plasma inside the larger FTE has been heated for a longer duration, i.e., cumulative 
effect, than those inside the smaller, less-developed FTE.  
Panel k demonstrates a cartoon illustration of the spacecraft trajectory across FTE 1 & 2. The 
magnitude and the sign of the betatron, U̇i,2, and Fermi, U̇i,3, processes are shown as color shades 
(red: positive and blue: negative). As shown in panel c, our observations indicate that the 
betatron process is larger inside the two FTEs than the Fermi process, therefore, marked in the 
illustration with darker shades. The contribution from the parallel electric fields is negligible in 
this particular event, hence, not included in this cartoon illustration. In addition, as the 
observations suggest, the rate of energization is larger inside and across the smaller FTE. 
 
3.2. Statistical Study 
Fifty-five quasi-force-free FTEs are selected at the subsolar region within 22 minutes of the 
magnetic noon during two months of MMS passes near the equatorial region, 11/03/2015 — 
12/28/2015. The FTEs are identified based on their helical and flux rope-like structures (e.g., 
Russell & Elphic, 1978; Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018). Each FTE is initially modeled as a force-
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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free flux rope (Lepping et al., 1990; Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018) in order to determine the FTE’s 
diameter and the relative distance from its central axis at the closest approach, i.e., impact 
parameter (IP). These information and the high temporal and spatial-resolution MMS fields and 
plasma measurements enabled us to determine the contributions of the plasma acceleration 
mechanisms inside and outside FTEs. Here, the term ‘outside’ refers to the FTEs’ outer 
perimeters in the draping field region surrounding each FTE within 10 local ion inertial lengths, 
di (Farrugia et al., 1988; Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2019). Outside FTEs include field lines in the 
magnetosheath which, in many cases, are in the near reconnection exhaust regions of X-lines that 
generated the FTEs (e.g., Lee & Fu, 1985) or contributed to their growth (e.g., Akhavan-Tafti et 
al., 2019). As shown by Akhavan-Tafti et al. (2019), the electrons and ions remained frozen-in 
inside the 55 FTEs further validating the guiding-center limit. 
Figure 2 compares averaged cross-sectional profiles of the energization mechanisms, 
including parallel electric fields and betatron and first-order Fermi processes, inside and outside 
FTEs. The observations are further divided between two regions: 1) leading (front) half of the 
FTE, and 2) trailing (rear) half of the FTE. To achieve this, the FTE’s convection direction is 
determined in the spacecraft’s frame of reference (Korotova et al., 2009). For instance, the 
spacecraft encounters the leading edge of the FTE, if v�FTE ∙ n�S/C < 0, where v�FTE and n�S/C 
represent FTE  displacement and spacecraft trajectory unit vectors, respectively. IP=0 indicates 
the central region of the FTE and IP=±1 denote the FTE front and rear ‘edges’, beyond which the 
magnetic field connectivity changes and magnetic fields are no longer bound to the structure 
(Rijnbeek et al., 1987; Farrugia et al., 1988, 2016). In order to take into account environmental 
variability between different orbits, all energization terms, U̇i, x, are normalized by an analytical 
weight (Appendix A in Akhavan-Tafti et al. (2019)), defined as the ratio of the magnitudes of the 
universal average of U̇i, x determined across 55 independent FTE events and inside each 
individual event. 
The acceleration mechanisms observed inside FTEs and |U̇x| [nW/m3] < 30.0 (more than 
90% of all observations are within |U̇x| [nW/m3] < 30.0, as shown in Supplemental Figure 1) are 
binned independently (bin width (BW): IP=0.1) and averaged across all 55 FTEs. Observations 
outside the 55 FTEs are bin-averaged (BW=1 di; where di = c ωpi⁄  = 2.28 × 107 (Ni )
-1/2 cm, is 
the average local ion inertial length and is a function of average ion density, Ni, outside each 
FTE). The error bars indicate the normalized variations of parameters inside individual bins and 
is known as the standard error, σmean ≡ σ √n�
 ; where σ and n are the standard deviation and the 
number of data points in each bin, respectively. 
Plasma energization inside and at the outer layers of FTEs is asymmetric. Panels a and b 
show that the acceleration (or deceleration) of ions and electrons is most significant inside FTEs 
at the leading edge. Ions inside the leading part of the FTEs are, on average, net heated, U̇i, x> 0, 
parallel (U̇i, 1 = +3.5 nW/m3 and U̇i, 3 = +0.3 nW/m3) to B. The acceleration magnitude inside the 
leading part of the FTEs is nearly 3 times larger than those observed outside, at the leading part 
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of the FTE. Ions and electrons are shown to decelerate perpendicular to the ambient 
magnetosheath B at the leading and trailing edges of FTEs.  
Inside FTEs, ions are net-heated parallel to B and net-cooled perpendicular to B, whereas 
electrons experience net parallel and perpendicular heating. Parallel electric fields become the 
dominant energization mechanism at the leading part of the FTE, accelerating both ions and 
electrons parallel to B. The acceleration enhances (and fluctuates) farther away from the FTE’s 
core region, IP=0. Ions are, on average, cooled at the trailing edge of the FTE (U̇i, 1 = -1.7 nW/m3 
and U̇i, 2 = -2.6 nW/m3). Unlike ions, electrons are, on average, accelerated parallel and 
perpendicular to B in the trailing half, U̇e, 3= +0.6 nW/m3 and U̇e, 2= +0.6 nW/m3. The Fermi 
process is found to steadily accelerate electrons inside FTEs. 
Outside FTEs, parallel electric fields remain the most significant of the three energization 
mechanisms. Parallel electric fields accelerate ions and electrons parallel to B at the leading edge 
of subsolar FTEs, while they contribute to parallel cooling of the plasma at the trailing edge of 
the FTE. Outside FTEs at the trailing edge, both ions and electrons are cooled perpendicular to B 
indicating a region of weakening magnetic field intensity. Similarly, the Fermi process is found 
to cool both ions and electrons outside the FTEs, suggesting relaxing field lines, i.e., reduced 
curvature. It is also found that the three energization mechanisms enhance in magnitude farther 
away from the FTE front and rear edges. 
Panel c provides a cartoon summary of the observations. As the cartoon illustration 
indicates, one possible explanation is that FTEs convecting away from the subsolar region may 
reconnect with the surrounding environment (e.g., Zhou et al., 2017; Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2019; 
Øieroset et al., 2019), therefore, resulting in the formation of strong parallel electric fields which 
can accelerate plasmas (Egedal et al., 2012). The trailing magnetic field lines, on the other hand, 
continue to relax resulting in cooling ions and reduced electron heating.  
We further examine how the rate at which total acceleration, defined as the magnitude of the 
sum of the three acceleration mechanisms, varies as a function of FTE diameter. Figure 2d 
shows the change in average total acceleration magnitude as a function of FTE diameter. Here, 
total acceleration magnitudes are averaged inside individual FTEs and plotted with respect to the 
FTE diameter. The solid curves represent power law fits to the data with shaded areas 
demonstrating the 95% confidence interval. The dependence of the total acceleration magnitude 
as a function of the FTE diameter, λ, is measured on average as λ-0.55 for electrons and λ-0.72 for 
ions. These suggest, in agreement with Figure 1, that acceleration is most significant inside 
smaller, and likely younger, FTEs. The observations also show that as FTEs grow larger they 
become more force-free (e.g., Taylor, 1986; Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018) resulting in reduced 
plasma acceleration. Another likely contributing factor to the observed decline in average 
heating with FTE diameter may be the reduced gradient scale length (i.e., ∇ ∝1/λ). 
Total acceleration is reduced with increasing FTE diameter; however, FTE growth 
continuously accelerates plasmas inside FTEs resulting in higher energy budget than ions and 
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electrons observed inside smaller FTEs. The table on the right hand corner of Figure 2d further 
summarizes the coefficients a and b for power-law fits for individual electron (grey) and ion 
(red) acceleration terms as a function of the FTE diameter, U̇ = a λ b. The values are bin-averaged 
across all 55 FTEs. In particular, plasma heating by parallel electric fields decreases slowly 
compared to the betatron and Fermi processes. Fermi acceleration is found to drop fastest, b = -
1.13,  with increasing FTE diameter. 
 
4. Discussion and Conclusions 
In this letter, we have investigated the contributions of parallel electric fields, betatron, and 
first-order Fermi processes to plasma acceleration and heating inside FTEs and in the 
surrounding environments. 
First, the MMS plasma and fields measurements are investigated inside a system of two 
neighboring FTEs with different scale sizes. It is also observed that the betatron process reverses 
near the FTE’s central axis suggesting that ions are decelerated on one side of the FTE, while 
accelerated on the other side of the FTE, therefore, conserving total energy. As illustrated in 
Figure 2e, two scenarios may explain this observation:  
1. The interaction of FTE-type flux ropes with the surrounding magnetosheath environment 
(e.g., Slavin et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2019), and/or  
2. Reconnection-driven interaction with the surrounding environment (e.g., Lapenta et al., 
2016), including FTE coalescence (e.g., Wang et al., 2016a; Zhou et al., 2017), and the 
associated parallel electric fields (e.g., Schindler et al., 1988; Ergun et al., 2017).  
In both scenarios, the field lines at the impacted edge of the FTE will be compressed, while the 
field lines in the opposite edge expand adiabatically (Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2019). Therefore, in 
order to conserve the first adiabatic invariant 𝝁, the plasmas in the region of compressing field 
lines, i.e., enhanced ∇B (e.g., Øieroset et al., 2019), will gain energy while the plasma 
population in the region of expanding field lines, i.e., weakening B and ∇B, will have reduced 
total energy. One possible consequence of this local betatron reversal is the energy (e.g., Matsui 
et al., 2019) and/or distribution bifurcation (e.g., Artemyev et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2019) of the 
differential energy flux of the seed plasma population, wherein part of the seed plasma 
population is accelerated while others decelerate. 
Next, we determine the average contributions of the acceleration processes inside an 
ensemble of 55 subsolar, quasi-force free FTEs including the region at their outer perimeters. 
This region just outside of the FTEs in the magnetosheath is important because, in many cases, it 
is in the near-reconnection exhaust of adjacent X-line.  
Our results show that plasma energization inside and at the outer layers of FTEs is found to 
be asymmetric. It is further shown that: 
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I. Ions and electrons are, on average, net heated, U̇ > 0, inside and just outside FTEs. We 
find that, on average, parallel electric fields are the dominant heating mechanism (70 - 
90% of U̇tot) for both ions and electrons, at the leading half of FTEs, in agreement with 
the kinetic simulation runs by Egedal et al. (2012) and Zhou et al. (2018). At the leading 
part of the structure, ions and electrons gain further parallel energy via the Fermi process.  
As listed in the table in  Figure 2d, electron heating due to Fermi acceleration is 
negligible. In contrast, ion heating due to the Fermi process is significant at small FTE 
scales, though it decreases sharply with increasing FTE diameter. The betatron heating of 
ions is dominant at small FTE scales. These results and the observed dominant plasma 
heating by parallel electric fields may indicate the occurrence of secondary reconnection, 
including FTE coalescence, inside and/or between neighboring FTEs (e.g., Fermo et al., 
2011; Wang et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017). 
II. Inside FTEs, at the leading edge of FTEs, ions and electrons are preferentially accelerated 
parallel to B (e.g., Shay et al., 2014), farther away from the FTE’s central axis, where |B| 
is reduced. Plasma energization drops by ~75% across the FTE’s leading boundary. At 
the trailing part of FTEs, ions are cooled mainly by the betatron process and the electron 
net heating is reduced.  
III. Outside FTEs, at the leading edge of FTEs, ions and electrons are accelerated parallel to 
B by parallel electric fields. Ions are shown to gain, on average, 30% more energy than 
electrons from parallel electric fields (Pritchett, 2008; Haggerty et al., 2015). At the 
trailing edge of the FTEs, both ions and electrons are cooled perpendicular to B, 
indicating a region of relaxing field topology. 
IV. MMS observations suggest that acceleration mechanisms are enhanced farther away from 
the FTEs’ outer edge. This  suggests: 
a. Farther away from the FTE edge, most likely nearer to the reconnection X-line(s) 
(e.g., Dahlin et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2019), parallel electric fields and magnetic 
field gradients are most effective in plasma acceleration (see Figure 8 in Zhou et 
al., 2018), and/or 
b. Force-free FTEs may slow down the rate at which plasmas are accelerated in the 
reconnection exhaust (e.g., Taylor, 1974). As FTEs grow, they seek to reach a 
lower energy state by re-arranging magnetic field lines. At lower magnetic 
energy-state, the trapped plasma population will experience small acceleration 
compared to the plasmas at the outer boundaries of FTEs near the reconnection 
exhaust. 
V. Statistical analysis of the MMS observations show that the magnitude of the total ion 
acceleration inside FTEs is proportional to  λ-0.7. However, energetic ions are more often 
observed inside FTEs of larger diameter. These results suggest that the plasmas inside 
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smaller FTEs are continuously accelerated while the FTEs grow. Even though, the rate at 
which plasmas are accelerated slows down inside larger FTEs, the total plasma energy 
budget continues to increase with time, resulting in increased differential flux of 
energetic ions (e.g., 0.2 < Eion [keV] < 10.0) inside FTEs. Similar long-lasting, 
evolutionary processes may also contribute to the generation of energetic plasmas 
observed in other plasma environments (e.g., Ji et al., 1998; Milan et al., 2000; Øieroset 
et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2003; Angelopoulos et al., 2008; Dewey et al., 2017; Fu et al., 
2019). 
The present study focuses on the contributions of parallel electric fields, betatron, and first-
order Fermi processes to plasma acceleration and heating inside FTEs and in the surrounding 
environments. Future studies will further include other key terms such as polarization drift 
associated with ion acceleration across reconnecting fields with a shear angle (e.g., Kleva et al., 
1995; Pritchett & Coroniti, 2004; Eastwood et al., 2018) and ion inertial drift (e.g., Drake et al., 
2009; Phan et al., 2014; Haggerty et al., 2015). Global simulations are also essential in 
understanding the FTE evolution and its role in magnetosheath heating (e.g., Chen et al., 2017; 
Jarvinen et al., 2018). 
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Figure 1: Panels include: a) magnetic field magnitude and components in the GSE coordinates, 
b) ion parallel (red) and perpendicular (black) temperature components, c) box-car averaged (2-
seconds) ion acceleration mechanisms, U̇, due to parallel electric fields (Term 1; blue), betatron 
acceleration (Term 2; green), and Fermi acceleration (Term 3; red) as well as the scalar sum of 
the three terms shown in black. Ion energy spectra (bulk ion velocity subtracted) for pitch angle 
distributions: d) 0-20 degrees, e) 40-60 degrees, f) 80-100 degrees, g) 120-140 degrees, and h) 
160-180 degrees. The gradient and solid color shadings correspond to the observations made 
‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the FTEs, respectively. Time-averaged ion energy spectra inside (dashed 
line) and outside (solid line) i) FTE 1, and j) FTE 2 at five PADs. The shaded areas represent the 
shift in ion energy inside and outside each FTE. k) Cartoon schematic of the relative orientations, 
spacecraft trajectory, and the observed (see panel c) magnitudes and directions of ion 
acceleration due to betatron and Fermi acceleration across FTE 1 and FTE 2.  
Figure 2: Cross sectional profiles of plasma acceleration mechanisms, including parallel electric 
field (U̇1; blue), betatron acceleration (U̇2; green), and Fermi acceleration (U̇3; red), inside and 
outside the 55 FTEs for a) ions, and b) electrons. All data points inside the 55 FTEs are grouped 
and averaged inside impact parameter bins of bin width (BW: IP=0.1). All data points outside the 
55 FTEs are grouped and averaged inside bins of BW=1 di. Observations are further divided 
between the leading and trailing halves. The error bar denotes the standard error inside each 
individual bin. The dashed line represents the universal average of each parameter across 55 
FTEs. c) Cartoon illustration of a convecting flux rope interacting with the surrounding 
environment, based on the observations in panels a and b. d) Ion (red) and electron (black) total 
acceleration magnitudes as a function of FTE diameter across the 55 FTEs. The circles indicate 
the bin-averaged (BW = 500 km) values of total acceleration. The table represents the 
dependence of bin-averaged acceleration mechanisms as a function of FTE diameter for both 
electrons (grey) and ions (red), and e) Cartoon illustrations of two potential scenarios to explain 
the observed reversal in plasma acceleration near the FTE’s central axis. The shading suggests 
the magnitude and the direction of plasma acceleration wherein red and blue indicate positive 
and negative values, respectively. The dashed lines represent a reconnection separatrix (and X-
line).  
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<U1> = - 1.7 nW/m3 
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- 0.1 nW/m3 
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+0.1 nW/m3 
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   Ue1 > 0,  Ue2 ~ 0,  Ue3 > 0 
. . .
   Ui1 > 0,  Ui2 ~ 0,  Ui3 > 0 
. . .
   Ue1 < 0,  Ue2 < 0,  Ue3 > 0 
. . .
   Ui1 < 0,  Ui2 ~ 0,  Ui3 ~ 0 
. . .
   Ue1 > 0,  Ue2 < 0,  Ue3 ~ 0 
. . .
   Ui1 > 0,  Ui2 < 0,  Ui3 < 0 
. . .
   Ue1 ~ 0,  Ue2 > 0,  Ue3 > 0 
. . .





0 2 4 6 8
Scenario 1) Environmental Impact
Scenario 2) Adjacent X-line
Utot (λ) = a λ b
.
a b a b 
0.06 -0.75 0.06 -0.74 
0.02 -0.77 0.17 -0.77 
0.01 -1.13 0.09 -1.13 
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